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Energy Dependence of the Scattering Operator 
E. B. DAVIES 
Mathematical Institute, Oxford England 
We prove that the scattering operator S(E) depends continuously on the energy 
E for a certain class of Schrodinger operators, by an abstract method using trace 
conditions and the dilation group. We also obtain pointwise bounds on IlS( E) - 
111, as E + cc, and even as E -P 0 in the case of repulsive potentials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S(E) denote the on-shell scattering operator at energy E for the 
nonrelativistic two-body scattering problem with Hamiltonian 
K=-A+V, 
where V is a suitable short-range potential. Then many important prob- 
lems of scattering theory depend upon obtaining suitable bounds on 
{,S( E) - l} as an integral operator on the unit sphere. For example the 
finiteness of the total cross section depends upon showing that {S(E) - 1 } 
is Hilbert-Schmidt, and this has been demonstrated by time-dependent 
methods recently [2,3,6,7] under the hypothesis that 
V(x) = 0(lxl-2-y 
for some l > 0, as 1x1 -+ co. The analysis of the concepts of phase shift 
and time delay depends upon the stronger condition that {S(E) - l} is 
trace class, and has also been investigated by time-dependent methods in 
[8-111 under the hypothesis that 
V(x) = 0(/x1-3-y (1) 
for some E > 0, as 1x1 + 00. In both of these approaches one can obtain 
bounds on ]]S( E) - l]li for i = 1, 2 as E -+ 00 only after averaging over a 
small energy interval. 
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In this paper we give an abstract trace-class analysis which shows that 
{S(E) - l} is continuous in trace norm as E varies. In the Schrodinger 
operator case our conditions on V are (1) together with a form of dilation 
differentiability. It is possible to establish the same result using the rela- 
tively inflexible eigenfunction expansion method. One first proves as in [ 1, 
p. 4211 or [14, p. 1071 that S(E) - 1 is a continuous function of E as an 
integral operator, for E outside a certain exceptional set F, which is closed 
and of zero Lebesgue measure. This is followed by a proof as in [ 1, p. 43 l] 
that & coincides with the positive point spectrum of K. It follows that & is 
empty by a separate argument [15, p. 2221. 
As well as being more general and easier, our method has the advantage 
of providing, for the first time, explicit pointwise bounds on 11 S(E) - 111, 
for all E > 0. In the Schrodinger operator case these bounds are very 
strong as E + cc, and also as E + 0 in the case of repulsive potentials. 
Moreover they show that the existence of such bounds is independent of 
the existence of positive energy bound states. 
2. THE ALSTRACT THEORY 
We assume that H 2 0 and K = H + V are self-adjoint operators on the 
abstract Hilbert space X, where V is relatively bounded with respect o H. 
More specifically we assume that there exists (~a 2 0 such that 
1) V( H + +‘I\ <; (2) 
for all (Y > (Y,,, so that 
ll(H + a)(K + a)-‘11 < 2 (3) 
for such (Y. We also assume that H has purely absolutely continuous 
spectrum and that 
(H + a)-‘V(H + a)-’ E T(x) (4) 
for some (or equivalently all) (Y > 0, where the space T(X) of trace class 
operators on X is given the trace norm (1 ]I ,. The Kato-Birman theory [ 13; 
14, p. 271 then establishes that the wave operators 
exist and are complete in the sense that 
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where P is the projection onto the absolutely continuous subspace for the 
Hamiltonian K. Following [13; 14, p. 231 we write M(K) for the set of 
$I E X such that 
I _m_l(e-‘%~)12~~ 5 c*I11c,l12 
for some c+ < cc and all $J E X. It is known that M(K) is a dense linear 
subspace of PY.Z and that 
Q’M(H) = M(K). (5) 
As usual the unitary scattering operator is defined by 
s = fi+q- 
LEMMA 1. If&# E M(H) anda > (Y,, then 
((H + a)-‘(S - l)(H + cN)-‘f#J,Ic/) 
= )iiI J’ (e-iHsXeiHs+, +) G!S, 
-t 
where X E YT( X) is defined by 
X = -i(H + a)-‘V(K + a)-‘G2- . 
(6) 
(7) 
ProoJ Since 
lim ((H + a)-‘eeiH’ K ei”‘( H + a)-‘$~, 3)) 
1-+~co 
= lim ((H + a)- ‘e--iHteiKt~;2-( H + a)-‘+, I)) 
t-biro0 
= ((H + a)%2’%- (H + a)-‘+,#> 
we see that 
((H + Lx-‘(S - l)(zf + Cq’&$) 
lim 
t a =- 
1~00 I 
-,z((H + a)-‘e-iHsQt- e’“‘(H + a)-‘+,I)) ~73 
= )i+z Jr (e-iHSXeiH3+,+) ~3, 
-t 
where X is defined by (7), and we have used the identity KSZ- = Q2- H. 
The fact that X is of trace class follows from (4) and the boundedness of 
(H + a) (K + a)-‘. 
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In order to examine integrals of the form of (6) we now suppose that 
x ==f L*(R+, X), 
where W+ = (0,cc) and X is an auxiliary Hilbert space. We also assume 
that H has the spectral representation 
so that M(H) is the set of + in L* (R’ , X) which are essentially bounded. 
We define $3 to be the Banach space of all integrable T(x)-valued 
functions with the norm 
Ilf II = pE)II 4E. 
The following theorem is taken from [9]. See also [ 111. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a linear contraction tl from FT(?C) to $8 such that 
im(Xh(E)+(E),$(E))dE = Irn (e-‘“XeiHs~,t)) ah 
--c*) 
for all cp, + E M(H) and X E 5(X). Moreover 
I”tr[ X4(E)] dE = tr[ X]. 
0 
We deduce that the on-shell scattering operators S(E) are given by 
S(E) = (E + a)*XyE) + 1, 
where X is defined by (7). Since tl is a contraction we have 
J co IIS - 111, 0 (E + a)2 dE 5 ll(ZZ + a)-‘P’(/(K + +‘I[, (8) 
for all (Y > (~a. 
We now suppose that V. and V, are two perturbations of H satisfying 
the conditions imposed on V, and label all the above entities with suitable 
subscripts. The following theorem states roughly that the map from V to S 
is Lipschitz for appropriate norms. 
THEOREM 3. Zf +,$ E M(H) and a > max (a,, q) then 
((H + a)-‘(& - S,)(H + a)-‘+,lr/) = Jm (e-iHsXeiHs$,t)) a!s, 
--m 
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where X E 5( 3c) is defined by 
x = -iti,+* + a)-‘(V, - Vo)(K, + ct-‘i2t,. 
Hence 
I 
OD IIS, - so(E 
dE I II(K,, + a)-‘(I’, - &)(K, + a)-‘II,. 
0 (E + a)’ 
(9) 
Proof: Since 
(K, + a)-’ - (K, + a)-’ = (K, + a)-‘(H + a)(H + a)-’ 
(I’, - V,)(H + a)-‘.(H + a)(K, + a)-’ 
is trace class, the wave operators 
between K, and K,, exist and are complete from POX onto P,X. If 
T = Z+* Z- then 
s I - s 0 = fi+q-- - Q+*Q- 1 I 0 0 
= Q;*(T - PO)& . 
We deduce by (5) and Lemma 1 that if +, # E M(H) then 
((H + a)-‘@, - S,)(H + @#d> 
= ((K, + a)-‘(T- Po)(Ko + a)-‘&?,+&+~) 
= 
I 
m (e-iKsYeiK”fJ; +, Cl,+ 3)) a!9 
-m 
= 
I 
m (e-iHsXe’HSc$, 4) a3. 
-co 
where 
Y = -i(K, + a)-‘(V, - V,)(K, + a)-‘Z- 
and 
x = s2+*yci- 0 0 
=- iQ,+*(K, + a)-‘(V, - Vo)(K, + a)-‘at; . 
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The proof of (9) is now a straightforward application of Theorem 2. 
We now assume that v is a family of perturbations of H all satisfying 
(2) and (4), that 
lii”(“l - &)(H + a)-‘11 = 0 (10) 
and that 
iii”‘” + a)-‘(5 - &)(H + 6’11, = 0. 
We continue to attach subscripts to the various entities as appropriate. 
In many cases condition (13) of the following lemma holds if t = 0 is not 
the threshold for the appearance or disappearance of some part of the 
point spectrum of K,; see Theorem 17. 
LEMMA 4. Under the above conditions one has 
On the other hand 
c+limQ2’* = Q2’* * 0 
t-to 
(11) 
(12) 
if and on& ij 
s-lim P, = PO. 
t-+0 (13) 
Proof: For the proof of (11) see [14, pp. 27, 387, Problem 231. The 
formula 
shows that (12) implies (13). Conversely if r#~ E X then since 
and 
llq~*p&II 5 IIP&II = Il%*po~II 
we deduce that 
hi IIs2,~*Po~ - n,‘*P,+II = 0. 
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LEMMA 5. If K, has empty singular continuous pectrum and we define 
y = Q’*fJQ- t 0 0 t 
where U, E S(X), then 
lim 
I r-4 0 
m(lylb(E) - Y&T)II,dE = 0. 
Proof. This is not trivial because one can only prove that 
:+yYI - &II, = 0 
if (12) holds, which we do not assume. Since 
s-limSJ2;*Po = St;* 
t-+0 
we see that 
hiI )I s2,+*uoPoQ,- - s12,+*uos2, 11, = 0. 
It is therefore sufficient to prove that 
where 
lim I t+o Q mllZ;WII @ = 0, 
z, = Q2,+*Uo(1 - PO& 
by an approximation argument it is sufficient to prove this when U. is of 
rank one. Since K, has empty singular continuous spectrum another 
approximation argument shows that it is sufficient to treat the case where 
Lr, = I+)<rc/I and K,rC, = W f or some A. This amounts to proving that 
lim t~o~mll(%*~)(~)II Il(~,*~)(~)lId~ = 0. (14) 
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Now (10) implies that 
y”I - X)lc,II = IIWO - XNll = 0 
SO 
and 
linin”(H - h)cq*a+Qll = lii~~sl,-*(K, - A)#11 = 0 
linin f( E - h)211(51,*~)( E)l12dE = 0. 
The truth of (14) is a straightforward consequence of the fact that the 
function (a,-*$) (E) concentrates around E = X as t + 0. 
We next show that the map from V to S is differentiable in a suitable 
sense. We suppose that y is a family of perturbations satisfying (2) and 
that 
lii”(y - Vo)(H + a)-‘11 = 0. (15) 
We also suppose that 
lii(K, + a)-‘t-‘(K - V,)(Ic, + a)-’ = u, 
the limit being taken in trace norm. 
(16) 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that V, satisfy, (2), (15) and (16), and that I& has 
empv singular continuous pectrum. If q E 9!1 is defined by 
T,(E) = {S,(E) - l}(E + a)-’ 
then T, is differentiable us an element of % at t = 0, and 
Proof: It follows from Theorem 3 that 
T,-T,=X/, 
where 
X, = -iQ,+*(K, + a)-‘(y - V,)(K, + a)-‘Q2, . 
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Moreover (15) and (16) imply that 
hin”(Ko + a)-‘t-‘(V; - V,)(K, + a>-’ - &II, = 0 
so 
lii p-‘(T, - To) + i(si2,+*uo~,-)h(I = 0. 
The proof is completed by applying Lemma 5. 
3. THE DILATION GROUP 
We assume as before that 
XNL*(R+,X) 
and that H has the spectral representation 
(H+)(E) = E+(E) 
with the obvious domain. We define the dilation group R, on YJC by 
(R,+)(E) = e”‘*+( e”E). 
Note that 
R,{ Dom( H)} = Dom( H) 
for all s E W and that 
R,HR-, = e”H. (17) 
LEMMA 7. Zf V satisfies the conditions (2) and (4) and V, is defined by 
V, = e-SR,VR-S (18) 
then the scattering operator S, of KS = H + V, satisfies 
S,(E) = S(e”E). (19 
Proof: It is easy to see from (17) and (18) that V, satisfies (2) and (4) 
with (Y, depending continuously on s. The identity 
KS = e-‘(eJH + R,VR-,) 
= eeSR,KR-, 
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implies that 
= s-lime iHe’re-iK,2e’teiHe’t 
t-00 
= R,SR-, 
so if r$ E L2(R+ ,X) 
S,@b#@) = (RJR-,~)(~) 
= esj2( SR-,+)( e”E) 
= S( eSE)+( E) 
as stated. 
We now define the isometry - of ‘221 = L’ (R*, S(X)) onto 
62 = L’ (R,??(X)) by 
f(x) = exf(ex) 
and define the one-parameter group of isometries w on C? by 
Wf)W =f(x + 1). 
We shall need the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 8. If f E 6? and W, f is differentiable then f is continuous and 
bounded with 
Ilf II00 2 Ilvlf II*P. (20) 
Zf there is mere& a constant c < co such that 
II wlf - f II I 2 ct (21) 
for small enough t > 0 then f is bounded with 
Ilf Ilm 5 c/2- (22) 
Proof. If Z is the generator of the group W, and W,f is differentiable 
then f E Dom Z and 
w;f = Zf. 
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The identity 
may be rewritten in the form 
f(x + s) -f(x) = JS(Zj,(x + t)dt. 
0 
Choosing a sequence s,, + 00 such that f(x + sn) + 0 we obtain 
so that 
Equation (22) is derived by combining this with the similarly derived 
equation 
Moreover 
il f(x)ll I 5 JX Il(?f)(t>ll, d. -co 
limllf(x + 8) -f(x)ll~ = ~~llJx+s(?f)O~~ll~ =O 
6+0 + x 
since Zf E e, so f is continuous. 
Now suppose only that j satisfies the Lipschitz condition (21) for 
0 < t < 6. Let p,, be a nonnegative real-valued C” function on W with 
integral equal to one and support in [-n-l, n-i]. If f, = p,, of then f, E 
Dam(Z) and 
IIw,.L -f,II1 = IIPn”(W,f) -P”“fll, 
s IIPnlI,llW,f-fll, 
5 ct 
for 0 < t < 6. Hence 
SO 
IILII, 5 c/2. 
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Now 
lim IIL -f II1 = 0 
n--Pm 
so (22) follows by a routine argument. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that 
V, = emSR,VR-, 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6, and that K = K, has en@y singular 
continuous spectrum. Then {S(E) - l} is continuous in trace norm for 
O<E<oo. 
Proof. By Theorem 6, Lemma 7 and a simple computation we see that 
if 
T(E) = {S(E) - l}(E + a)-’ 
then eST(eSE) is a differentiable %valued function of s. Applying Lemma 
8 to f E C? we deduce that T(E) is a continuous function of E. 
The following theorem is made somewhat complicated by the desire to 
obtain explicit bounds. Note that if (23) holds with c, < 00 for any (r > 0, 
then such constants exist for all a > 0. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that 
ll(H + a)-‘(v, - Vo)(H + a)-‘II1 I c,s 
for all (Y > a,-, and all sufficientry small s > 0. Then 
IIS - 111, 2 inf E-‘(E + a)’ ag<u<ca 
{4c, + 2)I(H + a)-‘V(H + a>-‘II,) 
(23) 
(24) 
for all 0 < E < do. In particular there exists a constant b < 00 such that 
IIS - 111, 5 bE-‘(E + 1)2 
forallO< E< 00. 
First proof. If we define T E $8 by 
T(E) = {S(E) - l}(E + a)-’ 
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then for any s 2 0 
I IIWE) - S(E)III e”(E + a)’ 
(E + a)’ (e”E + c-v)2 
+ IIS - 111, es 
1 
(e”E f a)’ - (E + a)” 
< es IIS - S(E)lII + tes _ 1j IIS - 111 I - 
(E + a)’ (E+a)’ ’ 
We deduce by (8) and (9) that if (r > cq, and s > 0 is small enough then 
I OOlleST(eJE) - T(E)I(,dE I 2(((K,, + a)-‘(V, - V,)(K, + a)-‘/, 0 
+ 2sII(H + a)-‘vo(Ko + a)-‘II1 
I 8/1(H + a)-‘(V, - V,)(H + +‘I/, 
+ 4sll(H + a)-‘&)(H + Cq’II,. 
Applying Lemma 8 to f it follows that 
IIET(E)II, I 4c, + 2ll(H + a)-‘V(H + a)-‘II, (25) 
for all 0 < E < 00. The theorem follows. 
Second proof. We give a less rigorous but more intuitive argument 
based on the hypotheses of Theorem 9. By Theorem 6 one sees that 
ES’(E) 
= 
(E + a)’ 
- i( S22,+*UoQ,)h( E) 
is an L’ function of E. Integrating by parts 
s O” FS’(F) E (F+a)2 dF=[ “,‘i:‘,“]w 
- I m {S(F) - ;,(a -F) dF (26) E (F + a)3 
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so 
/I 
E{S(E) - l} “OFIIS’(F)II, dF+ mIls(F) - 111, & 
(E+ a)2 I/ I (F + a)’ 
I Iln,‘*u,a,ll, + ll(H + a)-‘v(K +&II, 
5 IIu,II, + ll(H + 4-‘w + ~)-‘II1* (27) 
Upon comparing (16) and (23) we see that 
IIv,II, 2 4c, 
so that (27) corresponds to (25). 
Theorem 9 shows that the continuity of S(E) does not depend upon the 
nonexistence of positive point spectrum of K. If now we put 
K,=H+hV 
and label all the entities so far considered with the subscript X as ap- 
propriate, one might hope that S,, (E) converges locally uniformly to 
S, (E) as X + 1. We show in Section 5 that this is not correct. From 
Theorem 10 one obtains a crude bound 
II&s*(E) - 111, I bP(E + 1)2 
valid for all 0 < E < oc and 0 I A I 2, while from Theorem 3 one 
obtains only 
lim / 
m II&(E) - &(E)lI, dE _ o 
h-1 0 (E+a)2 - * 
To get a better result we need extra hypotheses. 
THEOREM 11. Zf V satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 9 and K, has empty 
singular continuous pectrum for all X close enough to 1 and also 
s-lim PA = P, 
x+1 
(28) 
then 
lim sup EIIUE) - S,(E)lI, = o 
a-3’ O<E<m (E+a)2 * 
(29) 
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Proof. For the sake of simplicity we give only a nonrigorous proof, 
along the lines of the second proof of Theorem 10. We deduce from (26) 
that 
E{&(E) - ME)) = 
(E+f$ 
O” m’(F) - mf?) dF 
(F+ a)’ 
_ s” t%(F) - &@‘)}(a - F) dF 
E (F + a)3 
sup EII%(E) - s,(E)111 I mFII&(f’) - S;(F)II1 dF 
O<E<m (E + a)’ I 0 (F + a)’ 
+ 
/ 
O” II%(F) - &(FNII dF 
0 (F+ a)’ 
I 11 !qYJ,n, - Q:*w- II1 
+ ll(K,, + a)-‘(AV - V)(K, + cwlll, 
(30) 
where U, is defined as in (16) by 
u, = lii(I$ + a)-‘t-‘(AV, - XV,)(K, + a)-’ 
and 
V, = e-‘R,VR-,. 
From the identity 
u, = (K, + “)-yK, + a)U,(K, + (Y)(Kh + a)-’ 
one deduces that 
lim IlU, - U,II, = 0. 
h-+1 
Since the last term of (30) clearly converges to zero as X + 1 one is left 
with proving that 
lim IIQ~*U,i22, - Q2:*U,O; 11, = 0. 
x-1 
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This follows since Lemma 4 implies that 
s-lima:* = Qi*. 
h-1 
Note that our method of proof of (29) seems to yield no hope of 
obtaining estimates of the rate of convergence. 
4. SCHR~DINGER OPERATORS 
We apply the above ideas to Schrodinger operators in three space 
dimensions. Other applications are outlined in Section 5. We put X = 
L2(W3) and H = - A. We put X = L2(S2) where S2 is the unit sphere with 
angular parameter w and total area 477. The unitary isomorphism - of 3c 
with L2(R+ ,X) is defined by 
f(E)(w) = 2- ‘W/4f( E”%J) 
where 1 denotes the Fourier transform. The dilation group is defined on X 
by 
(R,f)( x) = e-3s/4f( e-S/2x). 
The formulae 
(R,f )-( E) = esi2j( eSE), 
R,HR-, = e”H 
are all easy to verify. We shall henceforth suppress the symbol - . 
We next suppose that K = H + I’ where V is a potential lying in 
L’ n L2. We use the symbol 111. lJIP for the Lp norm. The condition V E L2 
implies that 
jIV(H + a)-‘[[ I (8m)-“2a-“4~~)V~~~2 
which is less than i for 
,>,,_K$. (31) 
It will usually be possible in applications to find a smaller value of o,,. The 
condition V E L’ implies that 
ll(H + a)-‘V(H + a)-‘II, < co 
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for all (r > 0. Indeed, by first computing the trace in the case Y 2 0, one 
sees that I-’ E L’ implies 
(32) 
The condition in Lemma 5, Theorem 6, Theorem 9, and Theorem 11 that 
K has empty singular continuous spectrum is certainly correct for almost 
all such Schriidinger operators by [6; 14, p. 3331, although it need not be 
true in the abstract context if V is simply a trace class operator [14, p. 4111. 
Now suppose that V, is a family of potentials all lying in L’ n L2. 
LEMMA 12. The condition (15) of Theorem 6 is satisfied if 
yK - KIllI = 0. (33) 
Condition (16) is satisfied if there exists W E L’ such that 
lhy-‘(“1 - VQ) - WIII, = 0. (34) 
A routine calculation shows that if V, is defined by 
V, = eeSR,VRps 
then V, is a potential lying in L’ n L2 and given by 
V,(x) = e -sV(e-s/2x). (35) 
With this choice of V, condition (33) always holds so we obtain the 
conclusion of Theorem 9 given (34) and that K has empty singular 
continuous spectrum. We obtain the conclusion of Theorem 10 if 
IIlK - VIII, 5 clsl 
for sufficiently small s. We next investigate these conditions. 
THEOREM 13. Zf 
V(ro) = i Ri(r)S,.(w), 
i- 1 
where Si are bounded functions on S2, and Ri are continuously differentiable 
functions on (0, co), then (34) hola!v if 
/ 
0mlRi(r)lr2dr < MJ, JmlR:(r)lr’dr < 00 
0 
for all i. 
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We say that a potential X on R3 is repulsive if X(ro) is a monotonically 
decreasing function of r E (0, ao) for each w E S2. 
THEOREM 14. Zf V = V’ - V2 where V/’ E L’ are both repulsive poten- 
tials then 
lllv, - VIII, 5 3111~’ + ~21111~ 
for all small enough s > 0. 
Proof. Since 
(36) 
0 5 V’(x) I e’v,‘(x) 
for all s > 0, we have 
111 Vi - v,i 111  I 111 Vi - esv,‘lll, + Illes~ - v,‘lll, 
= e’v,‘(x) - Vi(x)} dx + (e’ - l)JR3v(x)dx 
= (e3~/2 - 1 + e3~/2 _ e s’2) ( V’(x)dx 
5 3s Ill vi III 1 
for small enough s > 0. 
THEOREM 15. Zf 
Ill K 
for small enough s > 0 then 
for all 0 < E < co. In particular if E > a0 then 
IIS - 111, 5 77 -W2{2c + IllVlll,}. (38) 
Proof. Equation (37) is obtained by using (32) to estimate the various 
quantities in Theorem 10, while (38) follows by making the choice a = E. 
We do not claim that the constant obtained in (38) is the best obtainable 
even by our arguments, but the following argument suggests that the power 
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of E in (38) is the best possible as E + co. We define the Born approxima- 
tion S,(E) to the scattering matrix S(E) by 
S,(E) - 1 
(E + a)” 
= -i{(H + a)-‘V(H + a)-‘}‘(E). 
We see by Theorem 2 that if V 2 0 then 
(=’ tr[S,(E) - l] 
dE = -itr[(H + a)-‘V(H + a)-‘] 
JO (E + a)’ 
This implies that 
tr[ S,(E) 
forallO<E<ce,so 
II%(E) - 
_ 1I = JllW’2 
4x2 
111, +III,E”2~ (39) 
If one imposes stronger conditions on the potential V in Theorem 15, 
then better bounds may be obtained. We note that the basic strategy of the 
following theorem may be applied to any potential which is bounded 
below. Note that the discrepancy between the constants in (39) and (40) 
can be reduced by slight improvements of the estimates at various places. 
THEOREM 16. Zf V is a repulsive L’ potential and K = H + V is defined 
as the quadratic form sum, then 
IIS - Ill, ~~IIIVlII,E’~2 
foraNO<E< 00. 
Proof: Since V is a nonnegative potential one has 
0 < (K + a)-’ 5 (H + a)-’ 
for all (Y > 0, both in the operator sense and pointwise as integral kernels. 
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This can be used instead of the relative boundedness assumption (2) 
throughout. For example if X is any L’ function 
IKKO + 4-‘x(Ks + 4-‘II I 
I ll(KJ + ‘y~-‘I~I”211zIII~I”2~~s + +‘I12 
6 ll(H + a)-‘Ixp211: 
= tr[(H + CY-‘/X~(H + a)-‘] 
_ IIIXIII, 
87x1”~ ’ 
In the proof of Theorem 10 we have 
I mlle~T(e~E) - T(E)Il,dE 5 4l(& + a)-‘(< - Vo)(Ks +a)-‘II, 0 
+ 2sll(H + a)-‘VO(KO + a)-‘11, 
I 2lllK - v,llll + 2~IIIbIII, 
8ra’/’ 877~11”~ 
I ~lll~lll, 
Id2 
by Theorem 14. Hence as before 
Ilmm, 25 
for all 0 < E < co and all 0 < a < 00, and 
[IS(E) - 111, I inf ( E + 4211J y Ill 1 
O<a<m 2na’12E 
+‘IllW,~ 
THEOREM 17. Suppose that V, defined by (35) sat&? the conditions of 
Theorem 6 so that {S(E) - 1 } is continuous in trace norm for 0 < E < QO 
by Theorem 9. Suppose also that for h close enough to 1, K,, has empty 
singular continuous spectrum and no positive point spectrum. Then the conclu- 
sion of Theorem 11 holdr provided 0 is not in the point spectrum of K,. 
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Proo$ Under the above conditions (28) is equivalent to 
siliy QA = Q, , * 
where Qh is the spectral projection of K, associated with the interval 
(- oc, 0). The result is now a simple quotation from 14, p. 9223. 
Note that the singular continuous spectrum of K, is almost always 
empty [5; 15, p. 1361, and strictly positive eigenvalues almost never exist 
[15, p. 2221. On the other hand zero-energy eigenvalues do occur, and are 
studied in [16]. 
5. OTHER APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
A crucial necessary condition for the applicability of our arguments is 
that 
R,HR-, = e”H (41) 
for all s E R. If this holds and (H+, C#J) > 0 for all rp E Dom( H) then one 
can put 
L = 1ogH 
and obtain 
R,LR-, = L + sl 
or equivalently 
Rse 
ih = eiSfeihR,. 
The von Neumann uniqueness theorem [ 14, p. 2181 then guarantees the 
existence of a representation 
x 2: L*(R+ )X) 
such that 
(R,+)(E) = 4de’E) 
and 
(W)(E) = E+(E) 
for all (p E Dom (H). It is clear that (41) holds not just for H = -A on W3 
but for a variety of other H. For example one can put 
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on R” for any c 2 0, or 
H = (-A)* 
for any a > 0. The case 
H = (-A + WZ~)“~ - m 
is considerably harder, but we hope to present a detailed analysis in a later 
publication. On the other hand unavoidable problems occur with very 
general H. For example if one puts 
(W)(k) = (k4 - 2k2).f(k) 
on L2(W) then the spectral multiplicity of H changes at E = - 1 and 
E = 0. It is unclear what one would mean by asserting that S(E) depends 
continuously on E at these critical values. Nevertheless there should exist 
results provided one avoids these values, for suitable classes of perturba- 
tions V. 
We next present a simple explicitly soluble example to show that the 
need for condition (28) of Theorem 11 is not a consequence of our mode of 
proof. We put X = L2(R) and define H by 
(W)(E) = E+(E) 
with the obvious domain. We put K, = H + AV where V = 1 f ) (f 1 and 
A simple calculation shows that the point spectrum of K, is empty except 
when X = 2/7r, in which case there is a single eigenvalue equal to 1 and of 
multiplicity one. Therefore the projection PA is discontinuous at A = 2/a. 
For this problem the wave operators exist and are complete and the 
scattering operator is given by 
S,(E) = 
1 - hh( E - i0) 
1 -Xh(E-i0) ’ 
where the analytic function h on {t: Imz < 0} is defined by 
h(z) = /_“,s dE 
/ 
m (E - v = dE 
-co (E2 + 1)2(z - E) 
7r(z - 1 - i) = 
(z - i)’ 
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Alternatively 
where 
B(E) = Arg 1 - 
1 
X57( E - 1 - i) 
1 (E-g2 * 
A simple calculation shows that the term inside { } never vanishes if 
A # 2/a, so O(E) and S,(E) are continuous. If A = 2/7r then O(E) has a 
jump discontinuity of magnitude rr at E = 1, so S,,,(E) is again continu- 
ous. Some simple sketches show that S,(E) does not converge locally 
uniformly to S,,,(E) around E = 1 as X + 2/7r. 
We next show that this example may also be treated by a slightly 
simplified version of the theory of Section 3. We define the group R, on X 
by 
(R,+)(E) = +(E + $1 
so that instead of (41) one has the simpler condition 
R,HR-, = H+sl. 
By suitably modifying Lemma 7 one deduces that if 
K = RYR-, = If,>(f,l 
with& = R,f, then 
S,(E) = S(E + s). 
The continuity of S(E) follows as in Theorem 9 from the differentiability 
of V, in trace norm, which depends upon the differentiability of f, in L2 
norm. 
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